


As an HR Leader, you’ve undoubtedly heard about the importance of
prioritizing employee health and well-being to create a tight-knit, supportive
culture. That culture attracts and retains top talent, increasing your overall
business profitability. 

Understanding that work is just a part of people’s lives is essential to engaging
with an increasingly diverse and distributed workforce.

On the flip side, you’ve also probably experienced wellness initiatives aimed to
accomplish that fall flat - going unadopted and failing to provide any impact
on the organization beyond headaches. 

Why Employee
Wellness
Initiatives Fail 
For a lot of organizations, the
corporate wellness push was
something they tried a couple
years ago, and they probably
still believe in, but ultimately
failed. Whether it was in the
form of a stand alone tool or
accompanying group
insurance, it failed to deliver
close to expectations. 

Existing employee wellness initiatives fail because of poor adoption,
participation and ongoing engagement. This is because the core solution
wasn't built to be engaging, mobile or employee-first. 

Rather than focusing on providing personalized recommendations, leaning
into various proven social determinants of health or extending beyond the
workplace, traditional solutions prioritize lengthy, static questionnaires - not
unlike those conducted at an annual physical.

To be successful, a wellness solution needs to meet users where they are,
with content that is engaging, personalized and scientifically informative. 



Requirements for an
Effective Corporate
Wellness Solution
There are 12 essential requirements for adding an impactful
corporate wellness solution for your team members. Each of
these requirements are built on the ultimate goal of increasing
employee health and wellness through participation and
engagement with your wellness program.

Users spend the majority of their non-work browsing time in front of their
phones, not on their personal computers. So any solution designed to
promote and capture behavior and activities should be users where they are:
on their phones, and on the go. Not only that, but mobile solutions need a
wearables integration, since over 20% of Americans have a fitness tracking
device.

Especially in the face of COVID-19, organizations have shifted more and more
to remote work. While tools are readily available for collaborating and
communicating, there is a gap when it comes to interacting socially. Corporate
wellness solutions should have a social component where your team
members can encourage, support and even challenge each other to live
healthier, more active lives.

Mobile First

Social
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Behavior is one facet of a person’s health and
well-being. Other components of a person’s
health are tied to biomarkers and genetics
predispositions. The corporate wellness
solution you choose should be able to
incorporate this personal health information an
employee could receive during a routine
physical as well as provide a platform for
employees to gather this valuable health
information on their own.

Provide Personalized
Recommendations

Your employees have lives and social circles
that run broader and deeper outside of the
workplace. The most effective wellness
solutions enable employee engagement with
their entire social circle for reinforcement and
encouragement, not just their workplace
associates.

Extend Beyond the Workplace

Users need to be motivated to participate in a corporate wellness program
beyond the intrinsic value of living a longer, healthier life. Gamifying
participation with challenges and leaderboards tap into the inherently
competitive nature of people and ultimately encourage more active
participation.

Gamify the Right Behaviors

A program’s effectiveness on the health and well-being of your team is tied to
the information in the program itself. Make sure the wellness solution you
choose challenges users to participate in activities rooted in science and well-
researched to promote a longer, healthy lifestyle. These activities will
ultimately lead to happier employees and reduced insurance claims and
premiums.

Scientifically-Rigorous6
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The time to first value when adopting a new
solution needs to be brief to capitalize on the
excitement and momentum within your
organization. The worst thing for adopting a
Corporate Wellness is heavy lifting to
implement as it will deter buy-in.

Simple to Onboard

Most wellness solutions (not all) come
with a cost to your organization. It is an
investment in your team’s health and well-
being which should ultimately return an
ROI in the form of increased productivity
and attendance and decreases in
insurance costs. These values are not
debatable, but measurement can be
elusive. Before onboarding a wellness
solution, ensure you are able to provide
visibility for senior management into the
effectiveness of the program.

Insight-Rich
Similar to measurable, you need to be able to quickly glean insights from the
data to easily prompt action or challenges from your team to cohorts within
your organization. The emphasis here is on how quickly you are able to assess
and take action - as an HR generalist, you are wearing many hats and likey
don’t have the time to invest heavily in analysis.

Integrates with HR Tools
If you’ve invested time, effort and resources into HR platforms to add
information about your employees and team members, there is little sense in
duplicating your effort. Instead, your corporate wellness solution should
integrate directly with your HR platform to seamlessly pull data around
employees over, cutting out tedious, manual effort.

Measurable in Impact
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Health assessments and surveys are static data points. They can be hugely
beneficial for insurance companies to create data points but they provide little
actionable guidance to employees and require a significant investment in
time. Remember: your goal with adopting a wellness program is to improve
your employee health and underline your commitment to their well-being, not
just check a box.

A Successful Employee
Wellness Program is Far

More than a Perk

Data security is essential when engaging with a
platform containing health and wellness
information. This security requirement extends
from where the data is stored to who has access
within your organization to data. When choosing
a wellness platform, look for certifications on
industry standards like SOC 2 Type II as well as
HIPAA compliance.

More than Surveys

Secure
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